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Figure S1: Suite of 15 randomly chosen test images (top row), corresponding manual annotations
(middle row) and U-Net predictions (bottom row). The upper row represents the pre-processed image,
the middle row the manually labeled masks illustrated as a binary image (either 0 or 1) where regions
associated to mounds are white and background regions are black. The bottom row displays the pixel
affiliations as  probabilities.  Blue regions are low and red regions  denote high probability  of  the
corresponding pixel  belonging to a mound structure.  The prediction images use cold coloring to
depict zero or low probabilities, whereas hot coloring corresponds to an increased or high probability
of each pixel’s mound affiliation. Overall, the trained network detects and outlines the majority of the
annotated  mounds  efficiently  and  in  certain  instances,  may  detect  mounds  that  were  manually
annotated  incorrectly.  Other  instances  show  that  the  network  may  incorrectly  segment  mounds
located at the image edges or, in very few cases, miss manually labeled mounds located in the image
center.



Figure S2: Images of the individual mounds clustered into each group as overlays of magnetic anomaly
and hillshade bathymetry



Figure S3: Distribution of morphological and magnetic features for each of the clustered mounds.
High,  medium  and  low  priority  as  illustrated  in  Fig.  9  are  shown  as  green,  blue  and  brown,
respectively. 


